RESET KICK-OUT BLADES

1. Firmly hold the arrow or threaded part of the ferrule in an upright position.

2. Carefully push up on the bottom of the main fixed blade [Pressing on the non-sharpened edge]. This compresses the spring and moves the main blade away from the locking edges of the kickout blades.

   NOTE: Gravity will let the kickout blades fall back to the closed/shooting position and you are ready to shoot again.

BLADE REPLACEMENT

1. Unscrew the chisel tip [Be cautious not to lose the spring that is inside of the chisel tip. The spring is under tension].

2. Slide the main blade up exposing the pin that holds the kick-out blades.

3. Carefully remove the pin and replace kick-out blades.

4. Reinstall the pin and main blade.

5. Place the spring over the tab of the main blade and screw on the chisel tip.

6. Reset the kick-out blades in the closed position and you are ready to shoot.

WARNING: Blades are extremely sharp.